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To understand WHY we need Whole New World is very simple. Present Global System is totally failed to protect and serve humanity, 

since they didn’t take guidance from the Quraan. Allah sent Prophets and Messengers (Peace-Be-Upon-Them) all over the world till the 
time of Prophet Muhammad (Peace-Be-Upon-Him), (Ref: Al_Quraan_004:164, 016:036, 040:078). After Prophet Muhammad (Peace-
Be-Upon-Him), Allah protected his book (Al_Quraan) and put responsibilities on true Muslims who take the Guidance from the Quraan 
and named them Aulayaas, (Ref: Al_Quraan_003.110, 009:071, 016:125, 018:028). Before communications was slow the world was 
moving slowly but now since 20

th
 century world is advancing enormously very fast and looks like 24 hours in one day is not enough. No 

Auliyaas have knowledge of future, so people are dependent on living Auliyaas who know current situation, not past and take guidance 
from the Quraan. 
 
Global World is facing a Global Economic Disaster and needs a Global Revolution. It is not Wealth (Gold or Silver) or Power which can 
save the Global World. Allah seized Qaroon, Pharaoh, and Hamaan and many more, for their crime against humanity and nothing could 
save them, not even their wealth, power, or people, etc., (Ref: Al_Quraan_029:039). The World didn’t end there, but it re-developed 
after a Great Revolution. Those who have never faced poverty may never understand its solution, unless they have really taken 
Guidance from the Quraan. It is 100% guaranteed to save the world and to help build our Global World. If we truly apply the 
guidance given by the Quraan, we can re-develop the world through our own Great Revolution. In simple terms “NO CHANGES 
WITHOUT ACTIONS”! It is time now to open our eyes and correct ourselves to serve the humanity in a revolutionized way in the light of 

Quraan, in which all including Rich & Poor can live safe and sound, since the Quraan gives the true revolutionized guidance to fix the 
Global System to save the Humanity in a balanced way (Al_Quraan_002:002). 
 
Problem with Current System in the World: 

 
Gravediggers will want more and more people to die for their business to grow. If no one dies, then their businesses will be dead. 

 
Doctors will want more people to become sick for their business to grow. If no one gets sick, then their businesses will be dead. 

 
Real Estates will want to wait for longer time till there is no option to fix things and hence slowing down other industries, but if people 
have their own homes they will sure go for immediate fix as well as beautification, which will help grow more industries. Making people 
homeless will force them to go for renting home and it will slowdown other industries. 

 
Industrialization has made brilliant developments around the world but due to lack in planning to put rest of the people on different 

projects, world is slowing down.  Many businesses are opening and closing. Many good quality things are disappearing, although new 
discoveries are coming also. Below is an example to understand issue with industrialization: 
 
Think of ten companies in a region having one thousands of employees working in each totaling ten thousands, who were customers to 
each other as well. Later industrialization came and many employees got layoff, since they didn’t create any new projects to put them 
on. So they slowly lost all their savings and are no more good customers any longer. So gradually these industries started slowing 
down, since they didn’t do math first, which means paying less taxes to the government and government started slowing down as well 
around the world. 
 
Students must have FREE Education along with living allowances, since they don’t have tree in their backyard which grows money 

(gold, silver, dollars or pounds etc.). 
 
Remember: 

 
No Customer  - No Businesses 
More Customers  - More Businesses 
Good Customers  - Good Businesses 
Healthy Customers - Healthy Businesses 
Customers are people and by saving the people we save the businesses. 
For better services to customers we need better/healthy employee, which means better benefits for employees not benefits cuts or job 
cuts. 
By Laying Off employees means increase in poverty and also increase in crime. 
 

WORLD HAS ENOUGH TO FEED BUT NOT GREED 

 
Locally, I am Sorry. Globally, YES we can fix Global System with 100% Guaranteed, Inshaa Allah. 
Thinking locally while living in Global World will not save our Global World. 
Repeatedly Relying on the Same Corrupted or Incompetent Person will NOT Change the Fortune of a Nation. 
Do not even think to re-appoint those who were failed to protect corruptions in the land. 

 
Read Al-Quraan, the Miracle of Miracles and free from contradictions and errors 
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